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LUCIFER LIGHTING'S RELEASES 4" TRIMLESS DOWNLIGHT
Complete Fraxion product family receives international accolades

SAN ANTONIO, TX MAY, 2016 — Lucifer Lighting, a premier manufacturer of precision engineered architectural lighting fixtures, proudly introduces the release of Fraxion®, a completely new family of fixed, adjustable and wallwasher downlights with precision optics, aiming and install. In addition to receiving Architectural Record’s Record Product Award, The Architect’s Newspaper’s Best of Products Award and SSL’s Product Innovation Award, Fraxion® has been nominated for the prestigious German Design Award.

Fraxion® offers the shallowest recess depths of any downlight in the industry, at just 2.13” for a fixed downlight and 3.2” for an adjustable, for both insulated and non-insulated ceilings. Available in round or square with a trimless install, or alternatively in two other flange profiles, Fraxion® includes identical wet and dry location fixtures.

Available standard in 90+ CRI, with 97+ CRI option in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 4000K. Available finishes include Matte White, Matte Black, Burn Bronze, Cashmere Gold, and Satin Silver, granulated powdercoat, as well as custom RAL and metal plated finishes. US and overseas patent pending.

Utilizing a unique proprietary and field changeable optic system that integrates Reflection, Refraction and TIR principals for 100% control of the light, Fraxion® offers optics in 15°, 25°, 40° and 60°. The fixture can accept one glass lens and louver, and then up to 2 filters. Adjustment is achieved with a hot-aim, utilizing a unique sliding pivot point with readable degrees of aim that optimizes center beam optics through the 40° adjustment cycle. A full 361° of internal rotation/aiming is accomplished with no visible mechanisms, as they are concealed behind the removable baffle.

About Lucifer Lighting Company
For more than 35 years, Lucifer Lighting has created precision-engineered, original lighting solutions with a focus on leading-edge technology and aesthetic appeal. Made in the USA, Lucifer Lighting fixtures and systems are favored by architects and designers worldwide, choosing from downlights, light strips, track and spot lights, and landscape lighting. The company is regularly recognized for distinction, and its robust, appealing fixtures are found in installations for five-star hotels, distinguished institutions and cultural venues, high-end retailers, luxury residences, corporate headquarters and more. Acclaimed for innovative products and contributions to award-winning architecture, Lucifer Lighting manufactures from its headquarters in San Antonio.